The compassion and generosity of the American people is never more evident than during and after a disaster. It is individuals, organizations, faith, and government that come together to support disaster survivors. How can you help?

**To Donate to Relief Efforts**

The most effective way to support disaster survivors in their recovery is to donate money and time to trusted, reputable, voluntary, or charitable organizations.

**Cash**

The most effective way to support disaster survivors in their recovery is to donate money and time to trusted, reputable, voluntary, or charitable organizations.

**Non-Cash**

- **Volunteer Efforts**
  - Donating time and skills to organizations and their volunteers
  - Assisting with recovery efforts
  - Providing emotional support to survivors

**Other Ways to Help**

- **Contact Local Organizations**
  - Non-profits, faith-based groups, and community-based organizations
  - Local government agencies

**Important Guidelines**

1. **Be Safe**
   - Prioritize your safety and the safety of others.
   - Avoid areas with unsafe conditions.
2. **Support Local Organizations**
   - Donate money and time to trusted organizations.
3. **Volunteer Efforts**
   - Help with recovery efforts.
4. **Provide Emotional Support**
   - Offer help and support to survivors.

By following these guidelines, you can be a part of the recovery efforts and help disaster survivors. Thank you for your support and generosity.